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You were last to visit: Today at 04:20 Please register to post and access all features, it's fast, easy and FREE! Advertising discussion about [Guide] Water Management/Plvling in the CO2 Guides &amp; Templates Forum part of the category Conquer Online 2. 07/08/2008, 03:27 #31 elite*gold: 0 Join
Date: Jul 2006 Posts: 146 Received thanks: 18 asd hey in my state to marry his illegal for Billy and george, so what can I do? 09/03/2008, 12:26 #32 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: Sep 2008 Posts: 8 Received ice writing: 0 tyvm for writing this, helped me alottttttt +k &lt;- wtf is that :S xxxxx 09/07/2008, 10:52 #33
Elite*Gold: 0 Join Date: Oct 2006 Posts: 90 Get Iary Thanks: 5 mmmmm snacks and alcoholic drinks *drule* I like this guide, has not let me cry why read it. 07.09.2008, 11:37 #34 Elite*Gold: 20 Join Date: Jan 2008 Comments: 2,338 Received Thanks: 490 This guide was a great idea, I love water taos'
01/02/2009, 12:06 #35 Elite*Gold: 0 Join Date: Feb 2008 Posts: 24 Received Thanks: 19 I prefer Vogelmanns instead of falcons 01/16/2009, 13:31 #36 elite*gold: 20 Join Date: Feb 2007 Posts: 660 Received I'vein thanks: 79 Quote: Originally posted by canonsun540, I prefer Vogelmanns instead of
falcons me 2 his more spawn in birds than falcons, but more archers who ks 02/05/2009, 16:42 #37 Elite*Gold: 0 Join Date: Oct 2006 Posts: 168 Received Thanks: 8 02/09/2009, 08:29 #38 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: Jan 2009 Posts: 2 Received Ice: 0 Quote: Originally posted by dragonz323 I think , the best
type of archer is a Tro-Archer is good for Cyclone, But this is the best water lvling guide and better organized guide I've seen everyone in my LIFE +K the best archer is either water warrior archer or Trojan warrior - arhcer combo 1 u get self-stig and reflect combo 2 u get cyclone and reflect is good for the
warrior and Trojan who need xp at lvl 125+ and try to get cheap kills of archers. 13.02.2009, 00:32 #39 Elite*Gold: 0 Join Date: Jan 2008 Posts: 21 Received Thank You Words: 2 Quote: Originally posted by hyphydragon hey in my state to marry his illegal for Billy and George, so what can I do? i loled,
this is one of, if not the best guide I've seen 09/04/2009, 14:20 #40 Elite*Gold: 0 Join Date: Jul 2008 Posts: 12 Get thanks: 0 This is really a awesome guide. Spot on covers every inch of it. I just met 130 a few weeks ago. Now I have finished my 5th water so smoothly all thanks to this guide. Legend.
13.09.2009, 01:39 #41 Elite*Gold: 0 Join Date: May 2009 Posts: 6 Words of thanks received: 0 Excellent! 12/08/2009, 16:47 #42 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: Apr 2007 Posts: 1 Received thanks: 0 ok, that was about 10minutes read, I can't remember the typing you had to go, good work, but I see a problem. u
say to go to Hawkings. from lvl 1-60 atleast i wud recommend birdmen, and from 60-80 go to Halks, then from 80-90 go to Serpants, lacking monsters in Alienapes, and snakes.. but otherwise a great leader. iv had 4 level 130 archers in Sapphire in the last.. 2 or so so but that's what I recommend wud if
you don't have a full set of soc leveling equipment, it depands what you have and how much time you have. Thank you! 01/05/2010, 15:19 #43 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: Jan 2010 Posts: 3 Received thank you words: 0 Thank you for all the time and effort used in this guide. How to kill Plvl counters the
fastest way. | CO by Heroina &amp; SweetChuck » Similar Threads Agricultural Water 4hr max :)) 08/04/2010 - CO2 Guides &amp; Templates - 12 Replies :D Hola everyone!:D The agriculture water is not so hard :P I start in bi from lvl 1 to 93 with birdmen. Make sure you have blessing stone bc if you
are lvl 107 you hav 30 expball blessing s exp so u not hav to lvl all the way to 110 :) I get on the water and use double exp and a friend gets on archer (female, married char too) and kill for me if you lvl 40 make sure u go promotion that your exp go faster so jump in a circle and let Noob join team if there
is a cuz you noob exp so... Plvling water to 110 guides! 13.06.2009 - CO2 Guides &amp; Templates - 35 Answers Hey Everyone, this is my first guide, so I hope you like it. This is a plvling guide for waters up to 110. I suggest you have at least one 125 archer, but if lvling gets too hard after 122, you can
do it at 122. After the production of the water, I suggest to take it to normal plvl spawning, i.e. slows to 40, sand elves to 48 and then falcons to 70. You could only start with alien monkeys, which is just as effective. From 70-82, alien monkeys give the best experience. After 82, go to snakes. Stay there
until you... Water management =o 06/04/2009 - Conquer online 2 - 8 answers Hello gaiz. Posting here because I just posted on wrong section FTL. &gt;.&gt; Well, I use dbs to buy, but I can no longer because I shit them for RL, so I thought water breeding would be decent to get some dbs. ^^;, Would I
get a hit with (scatter) Full 2 sdg +6 bow, +6 ring, +6 2 super gemstone super fan. Thank you! Oh btw I use an attack ring. forget to add that. X_X question of water plvling 03/12/2008 - Conquer online 2 - 8 answers My water is 127 and have 210% of srgs And can anyone tell me how long I need for 130 if
I plvl 24 hours?at base in double? Plvling Guide 09/26/2005 - Conquer Online 2 - 8 Answers Water LVL 2x Exp At. 68 = Birdman 73 = AlienApes 78 = SeniorSnakeMen 83 = Snakes 88 = Senior Snakes 93 = AlienSerpents 98 = Basilisk's All Times are GMT +1. It is now 04:20. You were last to visit: Today
at 04:20 Please register to post and access all features, it's fast, easy and FREE! AdvertisingDiscussion for Fast Leveling Ranks in the Forum Conquer 2 part of the MMORPGs category. 05/08/2013, 00:05 #1 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: Aug 2009 Posts: 12 Received Thanks: 0 Fast leveling class Hey
everyone, I'm trying to figure out which class I should choose. I want to fast on lvl 130 nivellen, but I don't have any equipment that starts. It is between war and monk. Please help me 05/14/2013, 13:48 #2 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: Apr 2006 Posts: 36 Thanks received: 0 Definitely a warrior. 01/27/2014,
12:11 #3 #3 0 Join Date: Mar 2013 Posts: 3 Received Thanks: 0 Warriors. 30.01.2014, 21:22 #4 Elite*Gold: 0 Join Date: May 2013 Comments: 14 Thank you words received: 0 yes, Krieger 31.01.2014, 11:39 #5 Elite*Gold: 0 Join Date: Jul 2006 Posts: 2,213 Thank you words received: 785 Monk with car
clicker. Sit in the grotto and watch a movie. 01.02.2014, 05:46 #6 Elite*Gold: 0 Join Date: Feb 2014 Posts: 11 Received thank you words: 0 'that 02/05/2014, 16:04 #7 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: Jan 2014 Posts: 235 Received ice thanks: 23 Quote: Originally posted by KraHen Monk with Autoclicker. Sit in the
grotto and watch a movie. He has no gears to start and he won't have a good kill CO, so I don't agree with you Definetily a warrior best option that you can kill without good gears 02/08/2014, 21:07 #8 Elite* Gold: 0 Join Date: Mar 2013 Posts: 22 Get thanks: 19 If you can kill 25-32 of the monsters, I would
choose Monk over Warrior every day. Don't really need as good equipment as a monk for it anyway... If you can spend 16-30 dollars, you could get a set easy enough, since most Super 1 Socs like 100-215 cps are now lol. 02/12/2014, 11:12 #9 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: Jan 2014 Posts: 150 Get Igotten
Thank you: 18 Monk will kill a lot, while Warrier will survive, but with bad equipment I think monk better. 02/12/2014, 13:51 #10 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: Jan 2014 Posts: 235 Receive I'm Aweed Thanks: 23 Quote: Originally written by cursesoul10 monk will kill a lot while Warrier will survive, but with bad
equipment I think monk better. Warrior is better with bad equipment - item transfer? | Level 119 Pk Tournaments » Similar Threads Paragon Leveling Service Me On Account &gt; Fast Paragon Leveling 03/12/2013 - Diablo 3 Trading - 2 Replies hello, I offer my Paragon Leveling Service 100% manually
leveled. 1-30 vs 200m 1-50 vs 500m 1-60vs 650m 50-60 vs 200m depending on which level you want the time to finish. I prefer if you have some decent equipment, so I can do fast runs without any problems. I can use my equipment but then I want half before I start. 3 satisfied customers from 1-50 and
1-30 plus 1-80 Barb. we will use a mediator so we both feel safe, I currently have 1-80 after 11 days and I was... Free Age of Conan Guides (Leveling, Gold, Class) 29.10.2012 - General Gaming Releases - 0 Answers Hey Wanted to share my age from Conan Guides here. The site has a number of
guides for AoC and other Mmorpgs. We have some great leveling guides + gold guides and some class guides. Take a look at it and let us know what you think. The website is constantly updated with new guides, so check the [vk] Captain fast 2nd Class 12/27/2011 - CrossFire Trading - 3 Replies Hello
community, I sell here my Crossfire EN Captain acc. The account has weapons following : Ak 47 Ak 47 Silver Anaconda AWM [VK]SEC LT Class 5 fast 6 + Clan[HOT] 18.11.2011 - CrossFire Trading - 7 Replies, I sell here my Crossfire account because at the time I just have pleasure and other things to
do. I'm not going to get the link from the account to security here. How in the heading sees the account SEC Lt Class 6 it is still missing about 1,000 exp for the level up. He is the leader of a German clan, the clan used to be in the top 500t because I became inactive, the clan at times still descended about
1000t ranke, i.e. place 1500. Weapons: 1x... Funnest/Quickest Leveling Class? 04/16/2011 - Archlord - 7 Replies Hi, I'm currently playing a level 56 knight, I was just wondering which class is the most fun and quickest to level? Thankyou :) All times are GMT +1. The time now is 04:20. 04:20.
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